This report addresses the problem of selection of lidar parameters, namely wavelengths for absorption lidar and excitation/fluorescence pairs for fluorescence lidar, for optimal detection of species. Orthogonal spectra and cross sections are used as mathematical representations which provide a quantitative measure of species distinguishability in mixtures. Using these quantities, a simple expression for the absolute error in calculated species concentration is derived and optimization is accomplished by variation of lidar parameters to minimize this error. It is shown that the optimum number of wavelengths for detection of a species using absorption lidar (excitation/fluorescence pairs for fluorescence lidar) is the same as the number of species in the mixture. Each species present in the mixture has its own set of optimum wavelengths. There is usually some overlap in these sets. The optimization method is applied to two examples, one using absorption and the other using fluorescence lidar, for analyzing mixtures of four organic compounds. The effect of atmospheric attenuation is included in the optimization process. Although the number of optimum wavelengths might be small, it is essential to do large numbers of measurements at these wavelengths in order to maxhize canceling of statistical errors.
I. Introduction
For multispectral lidar systems, target identification can be accomplished using return fluorescence or absorption spectra at mubple laser excitation wavelengths(14). For a W absorption lidar for example, the drop in the elastic backscatter intensity across a gaseous plume, at several properly chosen excitation wavelengths, can be used to calculate the concentrations of species in the plume.
Similarly, signals scattered off topographic targets at several wavelengths can be used for chemical analysis of plumes in both the I R and W ranges. Return fluorescence spectra fiom gaseous plumes and solid targets can also be used for species identification and concentration calculation.
For conventional differential absorption lidar (DIAL,), a chemical species can be identilied in the presence of other unknown species if the species of interest has two adjacent wavelengths, one with strong and the other with weak absorption (on-off wavelengths). The assumption is that the on-off wavelengths are sut5ciently close that other species have nearly uniform absorption cross sections in that region. When this is not the case, all the possible species have to be represented by their absorption spectra and enough wavelengths chosen in order to be able to unfold the absorption pattern and calculate species concentrations. The minimum number of wavelengths is equal to the number of species present for a lidar which utilizes range resolved atmospheric scattering or topographic scattering. A minimum of one additional wavelength is needed for a lidar which uses topographic scattering off a target with unknown ratio of the on-plume to off-plume albedo, assuming that this ratio is independent of wavelength.
For d i t r a l fluorescence lidar, laser light at several excitation wavelengths induces fluorescence in gaseous plumes or surfaces of solid or liqd targets. The detected fluorescence can be spectrally resolved or integrated over specified wavelength bands. Again as in the case for absorption lidar, the minimum number of excitatiodfluorecence pairs is the number of possible species present. Fluorescence lidar can also be used in a differential absorption mode to detect certain species in the presence of other unknown species. As in the case for DIAL, this relies on the existence of on-off wavelengths which are sufficiently close for the species of interest so that other species can be assumed to have constant parameters in this wavelength range. Instead of the absorption cross section, the product of the absorption cross section and the fluorescence yield should be used to determine on-off wavelengths in this case.
For some species with distinct absorption or fluorescence features, the choice of laser wavelengths and fluorescence bands can be obvious. For other species with broad spectral features, or as the number of possible species increases, choosing the lidar parameters is a non-trivial matter. One possible method for choosing these parameters is by using genetic alg~rithms'~'. In these algorithms many different sets of lidar parameters are allowed to compete and ones with higher fitness values are allowed to survive and reproduce new generations, while ones with low fitness values die out. The fitness of a particular set of lidar parameters is defined as a function of the difference between known and calculated concentrations using training data which is either measured or computer simulated. Noise is usually added to computer generated data during the training process. In general, genetic algorithms are expected to be significantly more efficient than random searches. . -7- Another possible method of optimization of lidar parameters is through the use of orthogonal spectra and cross sections. This is the subject of this report. These quantities provide a quantitative measure of species distinguishabihty and can be used to maximke the detection capability for a given species in the presence of many others. In the second section of this report the formalism for orthogonal spectra and cross sections is developed and the mathematical equivalence of the absorption and fluorescence cases is established. Solutions for species concentrations in terms of the orthogonal quantities are also obtained and a connection is made with the partial least squares method. The problem of optimization is then discussed in section III and quantities appropriate for optimization are given. In the last two sections we consider two examples of parameter selection for both absorption and fluorescence lidar and discuss how the effect of atmospheric attenuation can be included in the optimization process. In all of the analysis presented in this report the assumption is made that the relation between measured quantities and species concentrations is linear. For the absorption case this is true for all concentrations, however for the fluorescence case it is only true for small optical thickness. Finite optical thickness effects can be included in the optimization process to some extent by applying the appropriate distortions to the measured spectra in the desired concentration ranges.
The analysis presented in this report assumes that all possible species in a mixture are represented by their absorption cross sections or fluorescence spectra. The situation of identification of a specific species in a mixture that contains other species with completely unknown spectra is not addressed in this report. Such situations can be addressed by factor analysis methods, if calibration data, including the unknown species, is available.
Formalism for Orthogonal Spectra and Cross Sections -Measure of

Component Distinguishability
For multispectral absorption lidar and fluorescence lidar, in the l i m i t of small optical thickness, the relation between maswed quantities and Species concentrations is hear. For the case of absorption using the range resolved elastic backscatter intensity, the ratio of the intensity after the plume to before the plume is the two way transmission coefficient across the plume and is given by where o k ( & ) is the absorption cross section of the k-th species at the excitation wavelength hi, and c k is the h e integrated density across the plume for the k-th species: c, = p w x ) , plume where N&) is the density profile. The factor of two in Fq. (1) is because of the assumption that both source and detector are at the same location and thus detected scattered hght fiom behind the plume travels twice across the plume. Equation (1) also assumes that the plume is narrow enough so that -8- atmospheric attenuation across the plume is negl@ble. If this is not the case, a correction for atmospheric attenuation should be applied. Equation (1) can be written in hear form as:
Since the lidar system usually has more excitation wavelengths than unknown chemical components, Eq. (2) can be solved for the concentrations using a hear least squares solution method.
For optically thin plumes, the fluorescence resulting ii-om laser excitation is nearly hear in the concentrations and thus the spectrum of a mixture can be written as a hear combination of individual spectral components, that is:
where h, and Aj denote the excitation and fluorescent wavelengths respectively, M is the mixture spectrum and s k is the spectrum for the k-th component, which is the product of the absorption cross section, quantum yield (taking quenching into account) and the spectral shape function. Equation (3) needs to be corrected for atmospheric attenuation and other factors depending on the application and could also represent fluorescence integrated over a certain t i m e gate. Again, since the number of equations represented by Fq. (3) is usually much larger than the number of unknown species, linear least squares minimization can be used to obtain solutions for the concentrations. Equation (3) The degree of distinguishability of two components can be defined as the part of one component that is linearly independent of the other. Thus i f~l and a are the spectra or cross sections of two species (note a is a vector quanbty represented by a = (OH, o~, . . ., ob), where o~ is the cross section for the k-th species and j-th wavelength, or j-th excitation/fluorescence pair for fluorescence), the part of a that is distquishable from _ol can be written as:
where the constant p is chosen such that the norm of $, is minimized . If the norm is defined in the 2 normal manner, k2 1 ' = (e2 ) , the constant P is found ffom the condition that a k2 I / dp = 0 i and is given by:
Define the inner product of two vector quantities in the normal manner: (g1,g2) I c~~~p . In J terms of this inner product we have:
It is also readily seen that (cf2 ,zl) = 0 , that is, cf2 is orthogonal to g1 and thus the part of g2 that is distinguishable fiom g 1 is the component of g 2 which is orthogonal to gl. This formalism can be generalized to multqle species as follows. New spectra (or cross sections) can be defined as:
where the constants p~ are chosen to minimize the respective norms. Following the same procedure outlined for the two component case we find:
Similarly the orthogomhty cordifions could be used to obtain the above values of p and could be shown to result in rmnuruzed norms. We note that the order of species 1 thru N-1 in EQ. (6) is not important and any ordering would result in the same value for C N , which is the species of interest for the subsequent analysis. This is a result of the fact that c f N is orthogonal to the spectra for species 1 thru N-1 or any hear combination of these spectra. E we d e b e p~ = 1, and P~Z = 0 for k d , Q. (6) can be written as:
where N is the total number of species being considered. Equation (8) holds for all the wavelengths and can be written in matrix form as:
where the k-th rows of the matrices CT and c? -represent the spectra and the orthogonal spectra for the ----1 0-k-th species at the different wavelengths and p is the triangular matrix given by:
The orthogonality condition given by E?q. (7) implies that the product cf --.eT is a diagonal matrix, that is, cf -is the product of a diagonal matrix and an orthogonal matrix. The above procedure is identical to the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure for finite dimensional spaces and amounts to orthogonalization of a matrix.
---
If we write equation (2) or (3) in terms of the orthogonal spectra, the solution for the N-th species is readily apparent as we now show. Using equation (8) Taking the inner product of Eq. (10) with Crn and using orthogonality, we obtain:
Once the vector E is determined, the concentrations can be readily found using back substitution in Eq.
(1 1). It should be noted that this solution is identical to the solution obtained by direct least squares solution of Eq. (2), since Eq. (10) is identical to Eq. (2) and the minimized quantities are the same.
Note also that minimizing x 2 = Ri -Eelsli also results in Eq. (12) . Now the advantage of Thus the solution for the concentration of the last species is isolated in terms of the measured quantity R(h) and the orthogonal spectrum for that species, which is equivalent to a situation with a single species. Before moving to the next section which discusses optimization of the lidar system, it is important to note the connection of the result in Eq. (13) and the partial least squares and other calibration methods.
In the method of partial least squares' -*' , the quantity R is measured at the wavelengths of interest for several combinations of the concentrations (training set) for which only the concentration of the species of interest need be known. If there are M sets of the measurements, we can write using Eq.
(13) in matrix form for all the measurements as:
where C i is the concentration of the N-th species for the j-th measurement, Rkl is the value of R for the k-th measurement and the I-th wavelength and ( = (sN ,sN). Equation (14) can be solved for the orthogonal cross sections (or spectra) assuming M 2 v 2 N , using least squares minimization. This can be repeated for all the species if so desired. This result is very similar to the Partial Least Squares method, and actually provides a clear way for understanding how that method works.
Optimization of Lidar Parameters
Depending on the particular application of the lidar system, there might be limitations imposed on the number of laser excitation wavelengths, resolution of the return fluorescence spectra, and other lidar parameters. Even without such limitations it is desirable to find optimum excitation (or absorption) wavelengths and method of analysis of the resulting data to best accomplish the mission for which the lidar system is designed. In this section we consider the problem of optimization and -12- consider the question of what is the number and values of the excitation and detection wavelengths which would result in optimal detection of a particular species. By optimal we mean the set of wavelengths which minhkes the error in calculated concentrations given a representation of error in measured quantities. In the following two sections specific examples for absorption and fluorescence are considered. It should be made very clear that by optimum number of wavelengths we do not mean a limit on the number of measurements or the number of data points collected, but rather a limit on the values of wavelengths used. Once an optimum set of wavelength values has been determined, as many measurements as possible need to be made at these values (or slightly Merent values to reduce possible systematic errors) in order to reduce effects of noise and other statistical errors. It is also possible that there might be many near optimal sets which can also be used.
As seen in the previous section of this report, given a set of N possible species, the distinguishabihty of the N-th species fiom all the others can be measured by the orthogonal spectra denoted by iN . A figure of merit of relative distinguishabhty for the N-th species can then be defined heuristically as:
if the parameter cp is near zero, the spectra of the N-th species is nearly linearly dependent on the others and thus will be difficult to isolate. This of course also depends on the signal to noise ratio (SNR) for the system. If cp is of order unity, the N-th species has a relatively large linearly independent component and thus can be isolated as if it were the only species present. One can also define another &e of merit: = CkIy (&)I/ EaIy (4) , which is a measure of the fiactional detectability of species N , in the presence of the other N-1 species, relative to the case where the N-th species is the only one present. Based on this discussion, the number and values of wavelengths for optimal detection of the N-th species would be the values that maximize the parameter cp, v, or some other measure of detectability.
i i
A more exact criterion for optimization is to minimize resulting error in the concentration given errors in the measured quantities. From equation (13) we can write the error in the concentration ~C N in terms of measurement error sR_ as:
One can also choose to mhknize the variance of CN, given statistical errors @. For normal -13-distributions of the errors&, the variance is given by:
For the analysis in this report, minimization of the error given by Eq. (15) will be used for optimization. If SE is the measurement error due to instrument limitations, and is independent of the spectra being measured, a reasonable quantity to minimize for the general case is given by:
where v is the number of wavelengths (for absorption v is the number o absorpta wavelengths and for fluorescence it is the number of excitation/fluorescence wavelengths pairs . . .
Since from the above equation we have wi = 1, the quantityfv is a minimum for v = 1, at the value of A for which o(A) is maximized . This type of argument can not be extended to the general case of muhple species because in contrast to the normal spectra, the orthogonal spectra change at all wavelengths if a new wavelength is added to the set.
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The first property mentioned above can be shown by considering the definition of the orthogonal spectra. In matrix form we have in general for v 2 N (see Eq. ( where -w is a chagonal matrix with elements wii = (Ei ,Ci). Using the fact that the last column of the matrix p is all zero except p~ = 1, we obtain:
which is just a restatement of the orthogonality condition, namely that iN is orthogonal to any linear combination of 0 .. i =l,. .... N-1. These two equations can be written as: N N and (iN ,eN) by (EN ,CN) . Using Eq. (19) in (16) we immedjately conclude that f v = f N for this special case. This proof can be extended to an arbitrary number of repeating wavelengths. The mathematical proof of the second property is still work in progress.
u One of the implications of the second property is that for optimal detection of a species, there are N optimum values of wavelengths (N is the total number of species present) that need to be used. These wavelengths are not necessarily the same as for optimal detection of the other species and thus the analysis needs to repeated for all species, with the species of interest being treated as the N-th species. In the solution given by equation (16), although measurements rmght be available at the other wavelengths, a more accurate solution could be obtained by just using the optimum set of N wavelengths for the p i e s under consideration. Again statistical cancehg of errors requires that a large number of measurements needs to be made at these wavelengths. Another point that needs to be made is the following: Although there is a unique set of N wavelengths that minimizesfvglobally for a given speck, there are possibly many other sets that result in similar values of fv. Such multiple sets could be used to avoid possible systematic errors that might be associated with certain wavelengths.
IV. Optimized Wavelengths for Absorption Lidar
In this section we consider an example of wavelengths selection for a multispectral W absorption lidar system for optimized detection of four aromatic compounds, benzene, m-xylene, p-xylene and toluene. The objective is to find wavelengths for optimal detection of each of these specks in the presence of all the others. Using results from the previous section, we conclude that there is an optimum set of v = 4 wavelengths for the detection of each of these speck. Absorption cross sections for these species are shown in Fig. (1) . These cross sections are the result of a moving box average of experimentally m u r e d values over a width of 0.1 nm (5 points of measured data)". since the cross sections are complicated functions of wavelength, the functionalfv=~ (Al, &, . . .., AN) is expected to have multiple local minima. A simple and a very crude way of finding the global minimum is to calculate f v for all possible combinations of N wavelengths. For the case under consideration with N=4, and a set of about 1500 wavelengths for each species, the total number of possibilities is roughly l5OON/N! z 2x10", which is rather large. We can however significantly reduce the number of wavelengths and still maintain the general shape of the absorption cross section profiles. In (15) is unitless, the concentration error corresponding to f,=1 is 6C -O( 10" cm-' 6R). As an example, for 6R ,., 0.05,6C -5~1 0 '~ anm2, which corresponds to -20 ppm-meters for a nominal air density of 2 . 5~1 0 '~ molecules/cm3. Of course one has to keep in mind that this is an absolute error and thus is a worst case estimate for a given estimate of 6R. We should note that in some cases the optimum wavelengths are the same for more than one species as is the case for toluene and m-xylene in Table I . However, in some cases an optimum set for one species can be far ii-om optimum for another species. As an example of this situation, we findf, = 13.3, if the optimum benzene wavelengths are used for p-xylene. On the other hand, we find that using the optimum toluene wavelengths for benzene and p-xylene results inf, values which are remarkably close to optimum values for these two species (using toluene wavelengths we get f , = 0.57161 for benzene compared to the optimum value of 0.57149, and& = 0.52389 for p-xylene compared to the optimum value of 0.52344). This issue is being further investigated to see if there is any mathematical basis for the existence of a global set of optimum wavelengths for all the species being considered. Benzene Toluene M-x ylene P-xylene
The above method of finding optimum sets of wavelengths works well for a small number of species, but begins to be impractical for more than five species with 200 possible wavelength values. Also, as mentioned previously, there are possibly many other sets of wavelengths which have close to optimum f v values. A simple method of finding such sets is to randomly choose sets of wavelengths in the desired range and then use the conjugate gradient method to find a local minimum of the functiodf,. By choosing a large enough number of random sets, it is likely that values very close to the optimum will be found. This method was implemented in a computer code which uses Powell's method as implemented in the Numerical Recipes routine POWELL('o'. After a local minimum is found, all wavelength values are perturbed (one at a time) by W.2 nm and the search for the minimum is repeated. This is done to avoid the potential problem of local minima created by noise in the cross sections. The cross sections in Fig. (1) are used for the aromatic compounds and h e a r interpolation between wavelength values is used in order for f v to be defined as a continuous function of the wavelengths throughout the domain. Table II shows the results of the best 5 sets of wavelengths (local minima) for each of the species, obtained by using 1000 random sets of 4 wavelengths each, in the range of 250-28Onm. Many of these initial sets of random wavelengths result in the same local minimum values, however, such repeated values are not shown in the table. Because we use the full set of wavelengths as opposed to the reduced set used to obtain the results in Table I , it is possible and indeed we do find smaller values offv than those in Table I for all the cases considered. In addition to finding wavelength sets which are very close to the true global optimum, the speed of this method makes it very attractive from a practical point of view (for 4 species, CPU time was about 35 seconds to go through 1000 random sets of 4 wavelengths on a Sun SPARC 10 workstation). 
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The preceding results assumed that the error 6R is independent of wavelength. In practical situations this is usually not the case for W lidar because of the dependence of atmospheric attenuation on wavelength. Also, if large concentrations for one or more species are expected, the optimum wavelengths will need to be shifted away from absorption peaks in order to avoid near complete absorption. Also, because for some species there are very fast rising absorption bands, small errors in wavelength measurement can lead to large errors in the cross sections. To include this effect in the optimization process, the error given by equation (15) needs to be modified to:
To account for effects of atmospheric attenuation and large concentrations we consider a more realistic analysis of the error 6R(h) for the case of range resolved absorption lidar. If the backscatter intensity before and after the plume is given by b(h) and a(h) respectively, with associated errors 6b(h) and 6a(h), we have for small errors:
We can also write the signal levels before and after the plume as:
where bo is some reference signal amplitude, E&) is the atmospheric attenuation coefficient, and Rp is the range to the plume. The factor of two accounts for the two way transmission of scattered light across the plume and the atmosphere. Since the signal level before the plume is larger than after the plume, and 6b and 6a are measurement errors, the 6b error is at most of the same order as the 6a error term, and thus we consider only the 6a term. Thus using equation (22) we can write:
If Ga(h)/bo(h) is independent of h and is equal to some constant 60, then a reasonable criterion for minimizing the error in concentration of the N-th species can be written using equations (20) (gN ,cN) ) can be estimated as:
where & is the vector of wavelengths and 6% is the uncertainty in the wavelength measurement. This error analysis is meant only as an illustration and similar analysis needs to be applied to the specific lidar system under consideration. One of the things that was not considered here but needs to be considered for a specific system is how the slgnal level, instrument gain setting and S N R are related. It is possible that a low signal with a high gain setting could have the same S N R as a high signal with a low gain setting. In such a situation, the effect of atmospheric attenuation on the error estimate might be significantly different from what we considered above.
V. Optimized Detection for Fluorescence Lidar
Given an excitation wavelength &, the spectrally resolved fluorescence from an optically thin target can be written as:
where M(&, Aj) denotes the measured fluorescence per unit Aj, E, is the laser energy, C, is an overall normalization constant that takes into account the range to target and solid angle of the detector system as well as other factors, Ck is the concentration for k-th species (he integrated density) and &(Ai, Aj) is the spectral signature which is written in terms of the constitutive physical quantities as:
where CJ is the absorption cross section, q is the yield (time integrated probability of fluorescence emission, once a photon is absorbed), Q is fiaction of fluorescence that is not quenched, and F is the spectral shape function normalized such that JdAjFk (Ai ,Aj) is unity. The effect of atmospheric attenuation can also be included in Eq. (25) by multiplying the spectral signatures by the attenuation factor given by e*{ -[E, (4) + C, (Aj)]Rp} , where all the quantities are as defined previously.
Based on resuztS of the previous sections, for N species, there are N pieces of information which are needed for mhkking the absolute error in the calculated concentration of a species in the presence of all the others. In the case of fluorescence, each piece of information is an excitatiodfluorescence pair and the quantity to be minimized is the same as in Eq. (16), that is: As a practical matter the spectrally resolved fluorescence might not be available durjng field measurements, but rather only the integrated fluorescence over certain spectral regions. Also, it rmght be possible to increase signal to noise ratio (SNR) by integrating the fluorescence over f d e spectral regions. In this case the integrated spectra would be used and a set of optimum excitation/fluorescence bands would be obtained. The optimization over these pairs is done by minimizing the equivalent functional as given by equation (27) . Since these pairs are now discrete, the search for the global minimum can be done by either going through all possible combinations (which is only practical for a small number of species) or by randomly picking pairs and searching for local minima by moving to adjacent points (in both the excitation and fluorescence dimensions) until a minimum value of the functional is obtained. A genetic algorithm could also be used for this search. For wide enough fluorescence bands the atmospheric attenuation correction needs to be applied to laboratory measured spectra before integration over these bands.
As an example of this process we consider finding the optimm excitatiofluorescence pairs for detection of the aromatic species used in the absorption example in the previous section. Huorescence spectra for these species at near optimum absorption wavelengths are shown in Figs. (3-6) . These spectra were measured in gas cells at low pressure and backfilled with air at normal atmospheric pressure' ll). The fluorescence range at each excitation wavelength is divided into bands (3) (4) (5) nm is added to avoid overlap with the elastic scattering region (for measured data the elastic signal is subtracted and this is done only as a precaution). The bands for all the excitation wavelengths are shown superimposed on the spectra in the figures. This division is somewhat arbitrary and is possibly -2 1-not optimum, but the bands are chosen with large enough width in order to get reasonable canceling of statistical noise. The width of the bands needs to be determjned dependmg on the p a r t i c k application in such a way so as to slgnal to noise ratio. Spectra for the pairs are then obtained by integration of the original spectra over these bands and optimum pairs are found by using a global search. The table below shows the optimum pairs for each species. It should be noted that some of the optimum pairs are repeated for Merent species and there is a total of e@t unique pairs for optimal detection of these species. We should also note that there are several other sets of pairs which have functional values which are very close to the optimum values.
The numerical examples given in this report do not account for the effect of atmospheric attenuation as well as many other effects to be encountered in a practical lidar system, and are given only as a means to illustrate the use of the method of orthogonal spectra. Calculations with effect of atmospheric attenuation included and application of optimized pairs to obtain solutions for field measurements are shown in reference (12) . 
VI. Summary
In this report we have considered the use of orthogonal spectra and cross sections as a quantitative measure of species distinguishability in mixtures and for lidar parameter optimization for both multispectral absorption and fluorescence lidar.
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The orthogonal spectra are hear combinations of the original spectra and are obtained by the use of the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization procedure for finite dimensional spaces. Using the orthogonal spectra for a specific species (orthogonal to all other potential species in a mixture) in a least squares solution for the concentrations amounts to isolating that species as if it were the only one present in the mixture. This means that the solution for the concentration of the species of interest can be written as a very simple expression which is only a function of the measured quantities and the orthogonal spectra (see equation (13)). This in turn makes the process of wavelength selection (excitation/fluorescence pairs in the case of fluorescence) for optimal detection a very clear and simple process. This is the case for both multispectral absorption and fluorescence lidar.
Using orthogonal spectra, a concise form for the absolute error in concentration is derived (see equations (15) and (16)). Optimized wavelengths for the detection of a specific species are defjned to be those values that minimize the absolute error. It is shown by numerical analysis (mathematical proof is work in progress) that the optimum number of wavelengths (excitation/fluorescence pairs for fluorescence) is the same as the number of possible species in the mixture. A method is also described for finding the optimm sets of wavelength. As stressed in the body of the report, once an optimum set of wavelengths is identified, measurements at these wavelengths need to be repeated as many times as possible in order to reduce statistical errors. Also several sets of near optimum wavelengths can be used to minimize potential systematic errors. The effects of atmospheric attenuation, large concentrations and uncertainties in wavelength measurement are also discussed and expressions for the absolute error, including these effects are derived.
Two examples, one for absorption lidar and the other for fluorescence lidar are given. In the first example, absorption wavelengths are calculated for optimal detection of four species: benzene, toluene, p-xylene and m-xylene in mixtures contaullng these four species. These wavelengths are found using an exhaustive search for the global minimum of the absolute error functional for each species. A second method is used in which random sets of wavelengths are selected followed by application of the conjugate gradient method to find local minima of the absolute error. It is shown by example that several near optimal sets of absorption wavelengths exist.
In the second example, optimization of fluorescence parameters is considered for detection of the four species considered in the absorption example. The fluorescence wavelength range is divided into a small number of bands for each excitation wavelength, and excitation/fluormnce pairs are found which minimize the absolute error (see equation (27) ). These optimal pairs should result in best estimates of species concentrations in mixtures if there is a sufficient number of measurements to reduce statistical errors. Fig. (3) . Laboratory measured spectra for Benzene at different excitation wavelengths. Fig. (4) . Laboratory measured spectra for m-xylene. Fig. (6) . Laboratory measured spectra for Toluene.
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